Choose from wireless motion detectors that are immune to pets, door contacts and remote controls that automate your most frequently used security functions. Magellan is perfect for securing your home and small business.

**Consumer Features**
- Built-in FM radio*
- Hands-free telephone*
- High-quality voice and sound
- Family message center
- Access system features by phone
- Step-by-step guidance
- Alarm clock
- Home automation (X10)*
- Chiming
- Remote control operation

**Reputed Security**
- Built-in transceiver
- Hands-free, two-way communication with monitoring station for emergency assistance*
- Monitoring station pager and voice reporting
- One-touch emergency keys for immediate police, fire and medical assistance
- Full, force, stay, instant and automatic arming methods
- 32 wireless zones
- 16 users and remote controls
- 256 events buffered

**Magellan Transmitters**
Choose from wireless motion detectors that are immune to pets, door contacts and remote controls that automate your most frequently used security functions. Magellan is perfect for securing your home and small business.

**Ultra-Small Door Contact (MG-DCT2)**
**Door Contact (MG-DCTX2P)**
**Long-Range Door Contact (MG-DCT10)**
**2-Way Wireless PGM (MG-2WPGM)***
**2-Way Remote Control with Backlit Buttons (MG-REM2)**

**Smoke Detector (SD738) Made by EVERday (Taiwan)†**
**Analog Single-Optic PIR (18kg/40lb Pet Immunity) (MG-PMD1P)**
**Digital Dual-Optic High-Performance PIR (40kg/90lb True Pet Immunity) (MG-PMD75)**
**Digital Dual Optic High-Performance Outdoor PIR (40kg/90lb True Pet Immunity) (MG-PMD85)**
**Remote Control with Backlit Buttons (MG-REM1)**
All-in-One Wireless Security System

Magellan is the first security system to combine security with popular consumer features and a stylish design. Magellan looks different than anything else in the security industry. Install it anywhere in your home or small business, Magellan blends beautifully with any decor. Listen to music, leave a message or use your system as a telephone, alarm clock or monitoring device. With Magellan you have security and so much more!

**Built-In FM Radio**

Listen to your favorite radio stations with Magellan’s built-in FM radio. With its crisp quality sound you can listen to music and store up to 15 radio stations in memory. The system can have your radio turn on automatically whenever you arm your system to make it sound like someone is always home.

**High-Quality Voice and Sound**

Have your system status provided to you in a clear, crisp voice using digital 8-bit sound. Don’t memorize zones—Magellan’s voice assistance will tell you if your front door is open. Magellan can also give you a vocal countdown to let you know how long you have before your system activates. Select music or your standard “beep” sound for all delays—both of which can be programmed with Magellan’s user-friendly menus.

**Access System Features by Phone**

You can call Magellan from wherever you are to:
- Have your system status confirmed to you in a clear voice
- Arm or disarm your system
- Listen to what’s happening in the room where Magellan is installed and actually speak to anyone that’s there too
- Activate or deactivate an output, like your lights or heating
- Leave a voice message in the family message center

**Step-by-Step Guidance**

Each screen tells you precisely what to do and continually assists you with vocal instructions. Even if you’ve never owned a security system before, Magellan is designed to give you simplicity at its finest.

**2-Way Remote Control Operation**

The optional 2-way remote allows you to arm and disarm your system and your remote will light up the status and use an auditory signal to indicate your system status. With a total of 6 different functions you can adjust the radio, control your garage door, send a panic signal and more.

**Hands-Free Communication with Monitoring Station∗ and Voice Reporting**

Magellan features a speakerphone to communicate directly to your monitoring station as soon as an alarm occurs. This avoids false alarm charges as the monitoring station communicates on-site to confirm if the alarm is valid or not. Magellan also features voice reporting, where the console can call you and/or someone you choose and play a personalized message to alert you of an alarm or medical emergency. When you receive a voice message, simply press a button on your phone to communicate through Magellan’s speakerphone.

**Wireless Keypads**

Magellan allows you to easily expand your system with fully integrated wireless keypads. These optional keypads offer the convenience of installing additional keypads in areas such as the main entry, bedroom, or garage, while the main console remains in a centralized location. Get the accessibility you need by being able to control your system, and view the status of your system and its 32 zones at a glance from any wireless keypad.

* MG6160 only
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Choose from wireless motion detectors that are immune to pets, door contacts and remote controls that automate your most frequently used security functions. Magellan is perfect for securing your home and small business.

Consumer Features
- Built-in FM radio*
- Hands-free telephone*
- High-quality voice and sound
- Family message center
- Access system features by phone
- Step-by-step guidance
- Alarm clock
- Home automation (X10)*
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Reputed Security
- Built-in transceiver
- Hands-free, two-way communication with monitoring station for emergency assistance*
- Monitoring station pager and voice reporting
- One-touch emergency keys for immediate police, fire and medical assistance
- Full force, stay, instant and automatic arming methods
- 32 wireless zones
- 16 users and remote controls
- 256 events buffered

Magellan Transmitters

Choose from wireless motion detectors that are immune to pets, door contacts and remote controls that automate your most frequently used security functions. Magellan is perfect for securing your home and small business.

Ultra-Small Door Contact (MG-DCT2)
Door Contact (MG-DCTXP2)
Long-Range Door Contact (MG-DCT10)
2-Way Wireless PGM (MG-2WPOM)*
2-Way Remote Control with Backlit Buttons (MG-REM2)

Smoke Detector (SD738)
Made by EVERday Technology Co. Ltd.
Analog Single-Optic PIR (18kg/40lb Pet Immunity) (MG-PMD1P)
Digital Dual-Optic High-Performance PIR (40kg/90lb True Pet Immunity) (MG-PMD75)
Digital Dual Optic High-Performance Outdoor PIR (40kg/90lb True Pet Immunity) (MG-PMD85)
Remote Control with Backlit Buttons (MG-REM1)